
Supply water leakage protection

Domestic systems BB1, BB2, and BB3

Ill.: BB1-1.6-V1-15

Application:
Homes with normal water consumption pattern.

Components:

High-Resolution Pulsing Ultrasonic Water Meter

of DIEHL or KAMSTRUP manufacture (1-3 off)

Cutoff valve (0-3 off)

One, two or three monitoring channels

Flow Computer with firmware 108101

and 12 months attachment to AERS

Note: values of flow and volume in this document refer solely to

those recorded by the system's water meter(s).

Monitoring Functions

Leakage:

Max.Alarm is issued when the volume of a single,
continuous discharge in a channel exceeds the preset limit
for the channel.

A discharge is considered continuous as long as its
indicated flow exceeds the preser cut-off value, or as long

as the indicated flow does not decline (PSALM®).

Seepage:
Seepage Alarm is issued when the registered flow in a

channel fails for an entire test interval (normally 24 hrs) to
drop below the preset limit for the channel.

System Fault:

System Fault is issued when a cutoff valve fails to close
tight, when an internal voltage supply fails, and when no
flow is registered from a meter for an appreciable time out

of Holiday mode or in High Consumption Phase.

Operating Modes:
Leakage monitoring employs different sensitivites in High

and Low Consumption Phases. Switching between phases
can be manual (Holiday Button) or automatic via AIA

(burglar alarm).

When 'Free Discharge' is activated, the current discharge
limit may be exceeded without raising an alarm; this
condition is revoked automatically upon expiry of a pre-set

time, or if the key is reactivated before that.

Alarm Functions
On leakage, seepage and meter errors, Systems BB1,
BB2, and BB3 will cut off the water supply, issue visual and

audible alarms, and activate the alarm relay.
Supply errors are reported via the alarm relay, and possibly

also visibly and audibly.

External Control Inputs

Systems BB1, BB2, and BB3 feature two external control
inputs, one of which puts the system in

'Free Discharge' mode, or alternatively provides a full

system inhibit, while the other either puts the system into
Holiday mode or closes a cut-off valve. The former lets a

gardener or an irrigation system use a large amount of
water, while the latter lets a burglar alarm switch into high
sensitivity mode, or cut off water supply entirely when the

house is left empty.

Specifications

Controls and Indicators:
Operation, Flow, Valve and State indicators, buzzer.

Keys for Alarm Mute and Acknowledge, Manual Valve
Control, Free Discharge and Holiday select.
Two digital inputs, three digital outputs, and two fail-safe

floating SPDT alarm/signal relays.

Leakage Monitor (per channel):
Alarm limit jumper selectable 250, 500, 1000, or 2000

litres. Other values available upon request.
Discharge flow limit is typically pre-set at 0.6% Qn.
In holiday mode, alarm limit is typically pre-set at 20 litres

irrespective of jumper setting.
Free discharge maximum duration selectable one to eight

hours.

Seepage Monitor (per channel):
Seepage tolerance 2, 4, or 8 litres registered in 30 or 60

minutes. Observation interval 24 hours.

Valve tightness check/exercise:
Execution: 1x/day (typ.)

Mains Connection
230/240V 50Hz L/N/PE via external key switch.

Consumption max 20VA.

Options

Liquid Sensor Attachment
The system may via interface ILS-C accept up to two liquid

sensors type LS-X, providing select protection of sensitive
areas with optional cut-off.

SMS-alarm
By attachment to AERS, the system may text any mobile

phone on alarm.

The DanTaet systems are covered by patents issued and pending and copyright in

Denmark and a range of countries within and outside the EU.



Supply Water Leakage Protection System BB1/2/3

Principle

Supply Water Leakage Protection System BB1/2/3

employs flow measurements calculated from the
output from high-resolution pulsing ultrasonic
meters of DIEHL or KAMSTRUP manufacture.

Two monitoring functions are used per channel
together with the calculated flow values for

protecting the installation from leakage, as the
BB1/2/3 closes the relevant cut-off valve when a
leak is detected by either monitor.

PSALM®

PSALM® is a data processing method using the
flow spectrum to dynamically calculate discharge,

so that this may decline when flow reduces.
Thereby in a given installation operation will be
possible at a lower alarm limit or, given an alarm

limit, more consumers can be tolerated.

PSALM® can also compensate to a degree for the

data reduction resulting from limitations in time or
volume resolution of a flow meter.

Logging

Alarm and Event log
BB1/2/3 maintains a log of the 250 most recent events and alarms,
such as power down/up, alarm- and error messages,

acknowledgements and automatic resets, key input, control signal
changes, state changes and sequence execution.

Jumper log

BB1/2/3 maintains a log of the 15 most recent setting changes of the
internal jumpers.

These logs contribute to the investigation and documentation of actual
events.

AERS

BB1/2/3 is equipped with a WiFi

interface for Internet access via the
client's WiFi network. The system
attaches to the DanTaet Alarm and

Energy Registration System AERS,
which conveys leakage alarms to the

duty watch of the property and
illustrates the event while
subscription is active.

Example: situation view from AERS.

AERS transmits alarms in the form of text messages and/or e-mail, and alarms may be remotely acknowledged from the

recipient's smartphone, tablet, laptop or PC.

Systems BB1, BB2 and BB3 handle meter and valve sizes ranging from ½" to DN100. Valves larger than DN80 require a

DVDU valve drive unit.
Valve monitor can be deselected (per valve) to permit the location of a valve on the inlet side of a break tank.

Note that for safe operation, an ultrasonic flow meter should never be connected directly to the break tank outlet, where
static pressure is insufficient to prevent meter cavitation. Instead, it should be connected to the output from the
pressurization pump.

Further, if a valve is to be installed on the outlet side of a break tank, it should also sit at the output of the pressurization
pump to avoid provoking the pump running dry.

The DanTaet systems are covered by patents issued and pending, and copyright in

Denmark and a number of countries within and outside the EU.


